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Abstract
In recent years point hierarchies have been shown to be efficient for rendering high-detailed objects. Since texture
access is much faster than vertex processing we propose to increase efficiency of point based rendering of arbi-
trary surfaces using image-based techniques. For this purpose, we combine surfels and billboards. Such a surfel
billboard contains a snapshot of the geometry it represents, and can be used to replace this geometry, if the actual
viewing direction is close to the direction the snapshot was taken from. Such surfel billboards can be arranged
in a hierarchy to create an impostor for arbitrary view-dependant LOD. In this paper we develop a framework
that contains automatic surfel billboard placement, surfel billboard hierarchy creation and a carefully adaption of
texture sizes that considers probability of billboard validity and available texture memory. Furthermore, we show
how surfel billboard hierarchies can be combined with traditional triangle-based multi-resolution techniques to
realize a hybrid rendering with a seamless LOD-transition using a user-defined image error.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]:

1. Introduction

A general problem in computer graphics is to display large
scenes with many high-detailed objects with interactive
frame rates. Due to increasing output resolutions and grow-
ing user/consumer expectation this problem does not de-
crease with modern graphical hardware. One way to atten-
uate this problem is to use several levels of detail (LOD) of
the same model to adapt the required accuracy to its size in
image-space. To specify such simplifications several strate-
gies have been established over the last years:

• Mesh-Based: Local or global simplification operations are
applied to the original mesh.

• Point-based: A given point representation of the original
model is simplified by merging points to larger ones. In
realtime applications points are generally parameterized
with a normal and a radius to form a circular disc. These
graphical primitives are also known as surfels (from sur-
face elements).

• Impostor-based: A set of snapshots of the original model
is taken beforehand and elements (billboards) of this set
are blended into the image instead of the model. These
billboards are called an imposter of the original geometry.

This approach is known as image-based in contrast to the
previous methods which are geometry-based.

All of these approaches are general but have a specific do-
main limited by efficiency. Mesh-based simplification is effi-
cient for manifold meshes, but is not efficient for weak con-
nected meshes, like trees, due to simplification constraints.
Point based simplifications are effective for all surfaces in
3D, but are not efficient in any case. This is quite contrary
to triangle meshes, because even for simple models many
points have to be used for an adequate rendering. Image
based approaches provide a very fast rendering but are often
limited to special objects or to specific scenarios including
a limited camera position/orientation, e.g. building or land-
scape exploration.

To overcome these drawbacks, we propose to combine
all of these techniques using only one LOD data structure.
The key idea is to combine unconnected surfels with bill-
boards to form so called surfel billboards. Generally speak-
ing, these are textured surfels. Such a billboard represents
a small surface part on a specific LOD. Since texture ac-
cess is much faster than vertex processing, this results in a
significant framerate increase compared to point-based ap-
proaches. Therefore, this technique is well suited for arbi-
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Figure 1: Different types of 3D models rendered by surfel billboards (upper row). Same renderings with added surfel bound-
aries (lower row).

trary objects as shown in fig. 1. By arranging these billboards
in a hierarchy, similar to point trees, you are able to obtain an
appropriate view-dependant LOD quickly. Every LOD can
be seen as an impostor of the original geometry. To preserve
texture memory we propose to reduce the hierarchy to im-
portant surfel billboards and limit the usage of them to lower
LOD. For higher LOD a triangle-based multi-resolution hi-
erarchy is used instead.

2. Related Work

The approach proposed in this paper combines elements of
surfel-based rendering, image-based rendering and hybrid
rendering. In the following we briefly summarize publica-
tions relating to these topics.

Surfel-Based Rendering The usage of points instead of
polygons to render 3D objects was proposed in [LW85] and
bases on the idea that if a polygon covers only one pixel
in image space, it could be rendered as a point as well. This
idea was advanced in [PZvBG00] to parameterize points as a
circular disk in object space forming unconnected surface el-
ements (short: surfels). To achieve a high-quality rendering
result overlapping surfels have to be blended (called splat-
ting). This was first described in [ZPvBG02].

To decrease the number of surfels LOD-point-hierarchies
can be used. QSplat ( [RL00]) was a first framework that
focuses on this approach. How such point hierarchies can
be generated by various subdivision schemes was shown
in [PGK02]. Another approach to decrease the number of
surfels was proposed in [HS07]. Here surfel trees are com-
bined with normal mapping. In contrast, we propose a more
general approach that also includes an optimized billboard

placement and an adapted hierarchy creation. Furthermore it
combines surfel billboards with triangle-based LOD to pre-
serve texture-memory. Since texture information suffices to
guarantee a high-quality rendering, a sophisticated splatting
of billboards is not necessary compared to other point-based
approaches.

Image-Based Rendering In the Quicktime VR System de-
veloped by Chen [Che95], cylindrical panoramic images are
obtained from a fixed viewpoint and are re-projected for dis-
play. User movement is restricted to zooming and rotation
around the object.

Layered impostors are proposed in [Sch98] to increase the
degree of impostor validity. This was done by using a layered
billboard composition, where layers are displaced against
each other in respect to the viewing angle. This approach
is well suited for city model explorations, where the camera
movement is highly restricted, but can get non-efficient for
more degrees of freedom because many impostors have to
be created for one object. Contrarily, our approach is mainly
designed for arbitrary camera positions and orientations.

Billboard clouds were proposed in [DDSD03]. Here the
original object was separated into meaningful planes, and the
geometry faces are projected to their closest plane, in order
to form billboards. Afterwards, this billboard set can be used
as an impostor. Similar to layered impostors only one LOD is
described. Moreover this LOD is not view-dependant. This
makes it unsuitable for large objects, like landscapes. In con-
trast we use a hierarchy of billboards to overcome these
drawbacks by the possibility of arbitrary view-dependant
LOD. For an comprehensive overview about image-based
techniques we refer to [JWP05] at this point.
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Hybrid Rendering The combination of different rendering
strategies is an established approach in computer graphics.
In [DCSD02] points, lines and triangles are combined for a
fast rendering of complex plant ecosystems. Triangle-based
LOD was combined with image caching in [HB04] and
[SLS∗96] to increase efficiency of LOD estimation and ren-
dering. An extension to QSplat is the POP system [CN01].
Here, triangles are used as a replacement of points for the
highest LOD and silhouette refinement. In [DVS03] a fast
LOD estimation was proposed for such hybrid hierarchies
which uses a serialization of the hierarchy. A first system that
combines triangles for more than one high LOD and points
for lower LOD was proposed in [CAZ01]. Similar to our ap-
proach a multi triangulation hierarchy (short MT, [FMP97])
was combined with a point hierarchy. Compared to this ap-
proach we use one surfel billboard to replace a certain set
of triangles, instead of using some points to replace one tri-
angle. Moreover, our simplification scheme for creating the
surfel hierarchy can be adapted to the needs of the user (tex-
ture memory, rendering performance).

3. Surfel Billboards

We consider a surfel billboard as a replacement for a trian-
gle set at lower levels of detail. This is called surfel billboard
because it is not connected to other graphical primitives, and
because it only represents a small surface part of the origi-
nal geometry similar to the fundamental idea of surfels. To
create a surfel billboard its plane has to be defined in ob-
ject space, and a snapshot of the original geometry has to be
taken onto this plane looking in normal direction. In the fol-
lowing we describe this procedure in more detail. We intro-
duce criterions of validity for such a billboard. Furthermore,
different rendering strategies are discussed.

3.1. Surfel Billboard Creation

In contrast to the well known billboard cloud approach
[DDSD03] we use a given subdivision of the original mesh
into disjoint triangle subsets. How this subdivision will be
generated is explained in Sect. 4. To create a surfel billboard
b for such a triangle subset Tb we propose to use a bounding
box approach as it can be seen in fig. 2. This includes three
steps:

1. Create the smallest oriented bounding box OBBb of the
triangle set Tb (fig. 2(a)).

2. Place the billboard b in the center of OBBb, aligned and
sized according to the largest plane (fig. 2(b)).

3. Create a texture of the original geometry (fig. 2(c)). Since
a billboard can be seen from both sides two textures have
to be generated.

The fastest algorithm known in literature to compute the
smallest oriented bounding box (OBB) of a given point set
is O(n3) [O’R85]. This can only be computed for small
point sets in a justifiable time. Thus, an approximation has

to be used. For this purpose, a principal component analy-
sis (PCA) is applied to obtain the orientation of the OBB.
This can be done in O(n). Other efficient OBB calculation
algorithm (e.g. [BHP99]) may be used as well.

To place and texture a surfel billboard we need parameters
that describe its position, its size and texture information.
Hence, we define a surfel billboard to have the following
attributes.

• A center M. This naturally equals the center of its OBB.
• A local orthogonal right-hand coordinate system

(o1,o2,n) which equals the OBB orientation vectors
starting with the largest dimension.

• Three lengths w,h and d that equal the half dimensions of
the OBB.

• Its texture size (tw, th) and its texture position (tx, ty)T

(potentially for both sides of the billboard). How these
value are obtained is shown in Sect. 3.3.

3.2. Validity

The validity of a surfel billboard depends on two criteria:

1. The maximum deviation of the image position of a point
on the original geometry and its projection on the bill-
board plane. This error is called ep and depends on the
viewing situation and the projection type used. We con-
sider a perspective projection in the following.

2. The size of the billboard in image-space. If this size ex-
ceeds its texture size no correct rendering result can be
guaranteed. We define the number of pixels that a texel
covers in image space as the error et .

It is evident to define a surfel billboard b to be valid iff

valid(b) = ep(b)≤ ε ∧ et(b)≤ ε, (1)

where ε is a user defined parameter in pixel values. We now
focus on the calculation of ep and et .

The correct value of ep is given by

ep(b) = max
p∈Tb

(|ip(p)− ip(pro jb(p))|), (2)

where Tb is the set of all points on the triangles which are
replaced by billboard b, ip is the projection function from
object-space to screen-space and pro jb defines the projec-
tion of a point to the plane of b. Since the calculation of this
term is time-consuming an approximation has to be used in-
stead.

In case of perspective projection the image size simg in
pixels of a view-plane aligned line with length l and with
eye-space z-coordinate zeye can be approximated by

simg(l,zeye) =
l

zeye
· h

2
cot

(
α

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

pc

, (3)

where h is the image height in pixel and α is the field-of-view
angle defining a projection constant pc. We approximate ep
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→ →

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Surfel billboard creation steps: Triangle set with its oriented bounding box (a). Inserted billboard plane (light red)
and surfel billboard geometry (b). Texture size and (front-facing) texture taken from inverse normal direction (c).

by simg with zMeye and l = d|sin(β)|, where β is the angle be-
tween eye-space normal neye and eye-space midpoint Meye
as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). The absolute value bars are re-
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Figure 3: (a) Geometry for calculating our approximation
of ep. (b) Approximation of ep is 0, whereas the correct value
of ep is > 0.

quired, because ep does not change when viewing the front-
or backplane of the billboard. This yields

ep(b) ≈ d|sin(β)|
zMeye

· pc =
d
√

1− (Meye·neye)2

||Meye||2

zMeye

· pc. (4)

To avoid square root computation it is convenient to use
e2

p ≤ ε
2 for validity estimation. Note that this approximation

is not conservative because it can underestimate the correct
value of ep as shown in Fig. 3(b). In this example our ap-
proximation of ep is 0 whereas the correct value is slightly
larger. However, in general this deviation is very small be-
cause surfel billboards are mostly used for larger distances.

To calculate et we also choose an approximation of the
billboard size in image space by using simg:

et(b) = max(
simg(2w,zMeye)

tw
,

simg(2h,zMeye)
th

). (5)

With ep and et the validity of a surfel billboard can easily
be computed for arbitrary viewing situations.

3.3. Texturing

To compute efficient texture sizes tw, th we propose to use an
individual scaling factor for each surfel billboard to adapt its

size to texture size which depends on its depth and on the to-
tal validity (ep and et ). In doing so, first we get a smallest al-
lowed distance zmin for every billboard using ep. Afterwards
we use et to calculate a valid texture size for this distance.

By choosing ep = ε the value of zmin can be obtained by

zmin(b) = zMeye =
d|sin(β)|

ε
· pc. (6)

Since β depends on the actual viewing situation a realistic a
priori upper bound has to be found. In doing so, we intro-
duce a more intuitive user-defined parameter θ ∈ (0,1] that
defines the probability of β to be as small as needed to sat-
isfy ε at distance zmin. θ can be interpreted as the number of
allowed viewing directions in ratio to all viewing directions.
This corresponds to the ratio of the area of the two caps de-

Figure 4: Sphere caps area defined by angle β illustrated in
2D.

fined by β (two caps due to the absolute value bars in equ. 6)
and the total area of the unit sphere (see Fig. 4):

θ =
4π(1− cos(β))

4π
= 1− cos(β). (7)

Hence, zmin is given by

zmin(b) =
d
√

θ(2−θ)
ε

· pc. (8)

Reliable values of θ should be ≥ 0.25 in order to obtain val-
ueable textures. In our framework a constant probability of
0.5 is used.

After defining zmin, now we adjust b’s texture size in such
a way that et equals ε at this distance. This yields(

tw
th

)
=

(
simg(2w,zmin(b))
simg(2h,zmin(b))

)
1
ε

=
(

w
h

)
2

di
√

θ(2−θ)
.(9)
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A remarkable property of this function is that texture sizes
do not depend on ε and will not have to be recalculated if its
value changes.

Given this texture size a free area in the used texture atlas
can be allocated and the texture position (tx, ty)T can be set
accordingly.

We use two texture atlases with the same size and the
same texture coordinates for every used surfel billboard to
hold normal information for both sides. Using closed sur-
faces only the outside is often meaningful and viewpoint
moving is restricted accordingly. In this case only one tex-
ture will be needed if the maximum angle between billboard
normal and the normal of a face, replaced by the billboard, is
> π/2. Note, that if all are > π/2 one texture (for the back)
is sufficient, too. More textures will have to be added if other
shading attributes are stored for each vertex/face, like color
information or texture coordinates. To get a better approxi-
mation of the z-buffer value for a rendered pixel of a surfel
billboard we additionally use the alpha value of the normal
map to store the signed distance value of the original geom-
etry to the billboard plane at this position (in the sense of
depth-images).

3.4. Billboard Rendering

Surfel billboards either can be rendered as quadrilaterals or
alternatively as points. If using quads more vertices have to
be processed. On the other hand the number of pixels that
have to be shaded is less compared to using points. This is
due to the fact that the size of a point has to be conserva-
tively approximated in image space, which results in useless
fragments if the surfel plane is not view-plane aligned. Thus
we use quads, because vertex and pixel shading is better bal-
anced and the total number of shader calls is smaller. Note,
that with the unified shader architecture available on latest
graphics cards it might be more efficient to use points in-
stead as done in [HS07].

When rendering a surfel billboard, it has to be decided
whether to render its front or its back. This can be done in the
per-vertex stage using the sign of (E−X) ·n, where X is the
processed vertex of the quad, E the eye position in object-
space and n the billboard normal. If only one texture had
been assigned to the billboard it also should be determined
if the right side of the billboard is visible. In another case
it can be dropped (e.g. by moving it to infinity). In the per-
pixel stage the correct texture can then be used for shading.
In addition a more accurate z-buffer value can be computed
using the z-offset stored for every texel of the normal map in
its α-value (see 3.3).

4. Hybrid LOD

To preserve texture memory surfel billboards should be ren-
dered for greater distances only. However, it is not suffi-
cient in every case to render the original model at smaller

distances, because often a lower LOD can be used in-
stead. Therefore, it is useful to combine surfel billboards
with a traditional triangle based multi-resolution hierarchy
to efficiently handle smaller distances. As also described
in [CAZ01], for this purpose we use the elegant multi-
triangulation hierarchy [FMP97], abbreviated MT. In con-
trast to this approach, our MT contains larger patches in its
arcs. This results in a better mesh-coding and a faster render-
ing using triangle-strips. To create such a MT we apply the
algorithm proposed in [HS06], which is based on a reduction
of the original MT. The classical MT or other patch-based
MTs like proposed in [CGG∗05] may be used as well.

In the following we briefly describe the MT data struc-
ture and how it is used to define various LOD. Then we will
explain how it can be combined with a surfel billboard hier-
archy. Afterwards, it will be shown how this can be reduced
to significant billboards in order to save texture memory. Fi-
nally, a fast LOD estimation algorithm will be described.

4.1. Basic MT-Framework

A MT is a directed acyclic graph (short DAG). Each node
contains a scalar attribute that measures the error caused by
the local mesh simplification associated with the node. For
this purpose, we use the object-space QEM [GH97]. The
outgoing arcs of a node contain the geometry simplified by
the node and the ingoing arcs represent this geometry after
applying the simplification. In general a MT contains one
source node (ns) and one drain node (nd) which outgoing
arcs (resp. ingoing arcs) form the lowest (resp. highest) LOD
of the model.

To define a specific LOD based on a given MT = (N ,A)
an arc subset C ⊆ A (called cut) has to be defined. A valid
cut has two unique properties:

1. ∀ a= (ni,n j),a′= (nk,nl) ∈ C : @n j→∗ nk
(→∗ denotes a path of any length)

2. C is maximal (no arc can be added to C without breaking
property 1).

The first property ensures that there are no overlapping arc
patches. The second property ensures that the whole original
mesh is covered by the arc patches of the cut. Using QEM
the simplification error ei stored in each node ni increases
monotonically bottom-up. In this case a valid cut can easily
be defined by:

C = {(ni,n j) ∈ A : ei > δ≥ e j}, (10)

where δ is a quality threshold. To get a view dependant LOD
simg can be used to measure the node error in image space.
This requires a current distance value for every node. There-
fore, every node n also stores a bounding sphere (M,r) that
contains the geometry that this node simplifies. Using this, a
bound on the image space error eimg is given by

eimg(n) = simg(e,zMeye−r). (11)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Hybrid hierarchy creation: (a) MT with three cuts (i.e. three LOD). (b) Inserted base surfel billboards. (c) Final
hybrid hierarchy with another cut containing triangles (marked �) and surfel billboards (marked �).

To easily ensure that eimg increases bottom-up the bounding
sphere of a node should also cover the bounding spheres of
its child nodes. This all together yields

C = {(ni,n j) ∈ A : eimg(ni) > ε≥ eimg(n j)}, (12)

where ε is a pixel value, usually the same as used for the
validity check of surfel billboards.

4.2. Combination of MT and Surfel Billboards

The simplification of triangular meshes is usually limited by
many constraints. This does not guarantee that the lowest
LOD that can be created by a MT only contains very few tri-
angles. Therefore, the lowest LOD, defined by the outgoing
arcs of the source node ns, is used to create a surfel billboard
hierarchy on top.

Each arc of the MT contains several triangles using as few
triangle-strips as possible. As shown in [HS06] an average
number of 10 triangles is a good trade-off between stripti-
fication efficiency and locality. This can be achieved by re-
ducing the MT using the scheme also presented in [HS06].
In order to get a first image-based description of the lowest
LOD, which can be obtained using a given MT (Fig. 5(a)),
a surfel billboard is created for every outgoing arc of the
source node (see section 3.1) and assigned as the new fa-
ther of this arc (Fig. 5(b)). This does not guarantee to create
flat billboards, but due to the small size of triangle-strips and
the subsequent hierarchy reduction (explained in section 4.4)
this is sufficient in the general case. After doing so, the iso-
lated source node can be deleted.

After defining a set of base surfel billboards, they can be

used to create a hierarchy, similar to point trees (Fig. 5(c)).
This procedure is described in the following.

4.3. Surfel Billboard Hierarchy

A common technique to generate surfel or point hierarchies
is to use an recursive object space subdivision scheme, like
an octree. On the other hand the effectiveness of surfel bill-
boards mostly depends on their depth value. Since space sub-
division does not consider this, a more sophisticated proce-
dure should be applied.

For this purpose, we use a simplification scheme based
on the k-nearest neighbors. Since close surfels do not yield
to flat billboards in any case as shown in Fig. 6 we decide
to use a value of k = 8. This seems so be a good trade-off
between accuracy and time consumption.

For the given set of surfel billboards B the subset Bi
of nearest neighbor is computed for every surfel billboard
bi ∈ B. Then for each b j ∈ Bi the oriented bounding box
OBBbi,b j is calculated which includes the vertices of the tri-
angle sets Ti and T j replaced by bi and b j. Afterwards the
triple (bi,b j,OBBi j) is inserted into a priority queue in de-
creasing order sorted by a given weight wi j. Its calculation
is described later in this section. While processing the queue
a pair (bi,b j) will be merged to a new surfel impostor bnew
with child surfels bi and b j if both billboards are not already
merged with another one. bnew is then resized according its
OBBi j and a proper texture size is determined as described
in Sect. 3.3. The texture of the new surfel is rendered using
the triangle sets Ti and T j. Finally, bnew is inserted with its
unmerged neighbored billboards into the priority queue as
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Figure 6: Influence of k to the depth of created surfel bill-
boards compared to required time for hierarchy creation ex-
emplarily shown for the airplane model.

described before. In doing so, a binary surfel imposter hier-
archy can be generated.

To determine the specific weight wi j for a particular merge
operation we choose a metric which expresses the benefit of
bnew created by the union of bi and b j. This includes two
factors:

1. The plane size of bnew compared to its depth variance.
This can be expressed by:

f1 = 1− dnew√
wnewhnew

, (13)

where a higher value is more beneficial.
2. The degree of coverage of the billboard plane by pro-

jected geometry. If this plane contains many transparent
areas the contribution of bnew to a rendered image is small
and vice versa. This can be approximated by counting the
number of non-transparent pixel in a temporary frame-
buffer FBbnew in which the triangle sets Ti and T j are ren-
dered:

f2 =
|{p ∈ FBbnew | αp 6= 0}|

wFBhFB
. (14)

Since both factors, f1 and f2, are in [0,1], we combine them
by a fuzzy AND to form wi j:

wi j = f1 f2. (15)

Because of nearest neighbor search, bounding box cal-
culation and coverage estimation this algorithm has a com-
plexity of O(n2), where n is the number of triangles in the
lowest possible LOD afforded by the previously given MT.
This is not sufficient for the general case and therefore it
is necessary to reduce this effort. For this purpose, we pro-
pose a local estimation using a depth limitation. If a pair
(bi,b j) should be inserted into the priority queue, we de-
cide to change the OBB calculation in such a way that only
child surfels l steps below bi and b j will be considered, as
shown in Fig. 7 for l = 1. If this goes down into the MT-
part of the hierarchy, then the triangle sets will be used as
described before (Fig. 7(b)). In another case only the corner

vertices of the children’s billboard plane will be considered
(Fig. 7(c,d)). In addition, these child-billboards will be ren-
dered into the framebuffer for coverage estimation instead
of the triangle sets. In doing so, OBB and coverage estima-
tion complexity is constant and the complexity of the total
algorithm is reduced to O(n). Tests have shown that l = 5 is
sufficient for a good result of OBB calculation and coverage
estimation.
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Figure 7: Hierarchy creation using depth limitation l = 1:
(a) Base set of surfel billboards. (b) Three new billboards
are defined using the triangle sets at the bottom. (c) New
billboard b10 is defined from billboards {b1, . . . ,b4} instead
of triangle sets due to depth limitation. (d) Final hierarchy.
(The influence area of new billboards is marked gray.)

4.4. Billboard Hierarchy Reduction

Up to here, it is not guaranteed that all billboards inside the
created billboard hierarchy are appropriate in the sense that
they are valid for a long range. Thus, it is useful to filter
nonrelevant billboards afterwards. A billboard b can be non-
relevant for two reasons:

1. The LOD represented by the surfel billboard is not
coarser than the corresponding part of the lowest triangle-
based LOD.

2. The range of validity is short due to the fact that its min-
imum distance is similar to the minimum distance of its
father billboard or child billboards.

For the first case it is also possible to delete nodes of the MT
part instead of deleting the surfel billboard. But since bill-
boards are more expensive in the sense of texture memory
we choose to delete surfel billboards.
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To find billboards that are obsolete due to the first reason
we compute a minimum distance zmin for each source node n
of the MT part analogously to the zmin of a surfel billboard.
This can be done by using eimg(n) = ε which yields

zmin(n) =
en

ε
pc+ rn. (16)

If a billboard b is connected to n by a MT arc and zmin(b)≤
zmin(n) it can be erased (e.g. billboard b3 in Fig. 5(c)). In
order to find all of these billboards one bottom up breath-
first scan of the billboard hierarchy is sufficient.

In a second scan we search for all billboards of a lim-
ited validity range. For this purpose, a similarity value ds is
computed for each billboard b that measures the average ra-
tio of the minimum distances of b’s father pb and children
Cb. Thus, ds is given by

ds(b) =
zmin(pb)
|Cb| ∑

c∈Cb

1
zmin(c)

. (17)

If ds(b) is smaller than a user-defined threshold dsmax, b can
be deleted because its zmin is similar to that of its father and
children. In doing so, for all billboards a quite similar value
of ds can be achieved, which results in an even LOD transi-
tion. By adapting dsmax much texture memory can be saved.
By testing we have found dsmax = 1.5 to be a good trade-off
between texture memory and the number of surfel billboards
selected for rendering, which means that a surfel billboard is
in average valid if its distance is in [zmin,1.5zmin).

4.5. LOD Estimation

To get a LOD of the original model for a specific view-
ing situation, the cut estimation defined in section 4.1 has
to be extended to include billboards. Therefore, it has to be
guaranteed that the simplification error monotonically grows
bottom-up. Due to the hierarchy reduction step this is en-
sured.

Accordingly a cut can be defined by extending its defini-
tion for the MT part (equ. 12):

C = {(ni ∈N ,n j ∈N ) ∈ A|eimg(ni) > ε≥ eimg(n j)} ∪
{(b ∈ B,n j ∈N ) ∈ A|!valid(b)∧ ε≥ eimg(n j)} ∪
{b ∈ B|!valid(pb)∧ valid(p)}, (18)

as shown in Fig. 5(c). Such a cut can easily be obtained by a
top-down traversal of the hierarchy.

Common scenes often consist of one landscape object
of a substantial depth range and many objects of a much
smaller depth range. For the second type of objects we pro-
pose to use an iteration approach similar to sequential point
trees [DVS03] to reduce the CPU load for the billboard se-
lection of a particular LOD to O(logn). In doing so, all surfel
billboards b are inserted in a vertex-buffer VB sorted by the
zmin value of their father pb in increasing order. For LOD

estimation the smallest distance dmin of an object part is es-
timated by using the bounding sphere of the object. Since
we know that a surfel billboard is only valid if its father is
not, the greatest index i is determined afterwards for which
zmin(pVB[i])≥ dmin. Then the tail of the vertex buffer starting
at i is processed by the graphics pipeline. In the per-vertex
stage we compute the validity of the surfel billboard. For this
purpose, all required information, including father informa-
tion, are added to a billboard vertex as additional parameters.
If a billboard is not valid it will be moved behind the back
plane.

If the LOD only contains triangle-strips the whole surfel
billboard vertex buffer will be processed, because the small-
est zmin of a surfel billboard is greater than the closest dis-
tance of any object part. To prevent this, we also compute
a greatest distance of the object using its bounding sphere
again. If this greatest distance is less than the smallest zmin of
a surfel billboard then vertex-processing of surfel billboards
will be skipped. Vice versa processing of MT-nodes can be
omitted if dmin is greater than any zmin of a source node.

5. Discussion and Results

On a standard PC equipped with a Nvidia GeForce7800GS
we are able to render 60M triangles and 8M surfel-billboards
per second. This difference appears, because surfel-quads
can not be stored efficiently as a strip and because of the
more complex shader programs that have to be used. But
since the number of surfel-billboards is much lower than the
number of triangles that have to be used for the same LOD
this deficit is more than compensated. Due to this obser-
vation, we limit MT creation to simplification errors which
yield to a minimum distance zmin ≤ 2s of the node that would
be created (equ. 16), where s is the average bounding box
dimension of the original object. For greater distances sur-
fel billboards will be used instead. This distance is arbitrary
and can be adapted to the available texture memory and ob-
ject type. In doing so, it is possible to render hundreds of
objects in real-time.

In table 1 you can see the number of surfel billboards and
the required texture memory for some particular objects. For
simple objects, like the height field, our approach performs
very well. This is mainly due to hierarchy reduction which
deletes many billboards. For very planar models, like the air-
plane model, image-based approaches work best. Our sys-
tem impressively affirms this. But also for more complex
objects like the tree model, our approach is well suited as
can be seen in this table.

In Fig. 8 some LOD compositions are shown for various
distances using the Stanford Bunny and the airplane model.
As it can be seen, the number of triangles decreases very
quickly to 0, whereas the number of billboards increases up
to a specific distance and then rapidly falls again. This was
expected, because the MT was only created for distances up
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3522 surfel billboards 1761 surfel billboards 498 surfel billboards

Figure 9: Upper row: Different LOD of the Stanford Bunny based on object distance using ε = 1px. Lower row: Same LOD on
smaller distances showing surfel planes.

model triangles billboards texture
airplane 22814 2168 ≈8.6MB
bunny 104026 11017 ≈20MB

armadillo 215914 17494 ≈24MB
tree 50200 11785 ≈25MB

height field 524288 5946 ≈15MB

Table 1: Object used in this paper with triangle numbers in
lowest triangle-based LOD, number of surfel billboards in
hierarchy and allocated texture memory.

to 2. Indeed triangles are also used for greater distances (up
to 5), but only because the corresponding surfel billboard is
not valid yet. Moreover, it shows that our billboard selec-
tion scheme adapts the number of billboards to the distance
similar to point trees. In Fig. 9 you can see some exemplarily
LOD of the bunny model. To get a better feeling of the surfel
billboard size the same LOD is shown below together with
the quad boundaries of each surfel.

With our implemented framework many difficulties of
other approaches are avoided. This includes:

• An automatic silhouette refinement, which is difficult to
achieve by triangle-based simplification.

• In general mipmapping is not necessary, because surfel
billboards are only valid for a small distance range.

• A sophisticated point-splatting scheme (multi-pass ren-
dering and/or image postprocessing) is not necessary, be-
cause texture information suffice for shading.

Figure 8: Number of primitives used for various distances
using the hybrid hierarchy of the bunny and the airplane
model.

On the other hand, our approach has also some disadvan-
tages. These are:

• Its limitation to static objects. If the object shape changes
over time, textures have to be recomputed. Moreover, the
whole hierarchy has to be recreated. For joint-based dy-
namic objects it might be effective to use hierarchies for
each object part, instead of one for the whole model.

• If the image resolution or the field of view angle change
over time, textures and their sizes will have to be recom-
puted.
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• If there is only little texture memory available, system
memory will have to be used which reduces rendering per-
formance.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a new way of rendering high-
detailed meshes using so called surfel billboards. They com-
bine the key-idea of unconnected surface elements (surfels)
and image-based impostors. By arranging them in a hierar-
chy, you are able to form arbitrary view-dependant LOD. To
reduce necessary texture memory we proposed a combina-
tion with triangle-based LOD. For this, a hybrid LOD hierar-
chy and its generation algorithm were described. In addition
a reduction of this hierarchy to important surfel billboards
and a simple but efficient LOD selection algorithm were de-
fined.

Future work that our framework would benefit from
should focus on integrating techniques to further increase
rendering performance and memory efficiency. To achieve a
higher rendering performance a fast backface culling and oc-
clusion test should be added. To increase memory efficiency
an out-of-core data management should be integrated which
dynamically allocates and frees texture memory with regard
to the actually used surfel billboards. Finally, the occlusion
test could be advanced for dense populated scenes using dis-
placement mapped billboard clouds [MJW07].
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